
2017 ASHAM US Open of Curling 
Rules of Play (Men’s and Women’s Events) 

 

 
1. Format:  NEW THIS YEAR: BOTH MEN’S AND WOMEN’S FIELDS WILL BE TRIPLE KNOCK-OUT. 
All games are 8 ends with the ‘four rock’ Free Guard Zone rule. Please keep the games moving so we 
stay on schedule. 
 
3. Pregame Practice / Last Stone Draw (LSD) Rules:  A coin flip will determine which team has choice of 
color or practice order. If color is chosen, the other team chooses order of practice. If order of practice is 
chosen, the other team chooses color. The team that chooses the order of practice will also pick the turn 
they throw. One team must throw clockwise and the other team must throw counter-clockwise. 

 
Pregame Practice will be a total of three rocks per team thrown from the far end to the home end. 
The first two stones per team will be practice stones. The third stone per team will count as that 
team’s LSD. NEW THIS YEAR: To save considerable time, both teams will practice at the same time by 
alternating shots. !!! PLEASE START YOU PRE GAME PRACTICE EARLY IF THE ICE IS AVAILABLE !!! 
 
The following rules apply to the LSD process: 

- All measurements should be measured to the nearest ¼ inch.  
- A stone covering the pin is recorded as zero inches. 
- Failure to stop a stone in the rings is recorded as 73 inches.  
- Moving a stone prior to it being measured will be recorded as 73 inches. 
- If a team scores zero or 73+ inches, that team will select a second player from their team to 

throw a second LSD.  
- No more than two LSD stones will be thrown by either team.  
- The Hammer is awarded to the team with the lowest LSD score.  
- If after two LSD stones per team, Hammer cannot be awarded; a coin flip will be used. 
- Playoffs - If hammer is pre-determined then there is no need for the LSDThe 

 
5. Playoff Ice Assignment: The sheets for the all playoff games will be assigned after the teams have 
qualified to ensure fairness. (NOTE: The Chairs of the Spiel reserve the right to change the sheets in the 
Playoffs for issues of ice conditions, rocks or fairness or if both teams agree to play on a different sheet 
due to one of the aforementioned reasons brought to Chair’s attention. 
 
6. Playoff Advantages: During the quarter finals the higher seeded team will have choice of hammer or 
color. Beyond the quarter finals, the LSD process will be used to determine hammer. 
 
7. Other Rules: All other rules are governed by the WCT and WCF standard adopted rules for the 
2016/17 Season. 
 
8. Webstreaming:  All games on Sheet C will be streamed via TESN.US. Please direct your fans to the 
following link to watch the games: http://www.tesn.us/tesn---four-seasons-cc.html 
 
9. Hospitality: Coffee, Water, and Snacks are provided by Sticks & Stones and are for Players and 
Coaches ONLY. 
 

A HUGE THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS 
ASHAM CURLING SUPPLIES, TWIN CITIES GATEWAY, AND STICKS & STONES. 

 
 

http://www.tesn.us/tesn---four-seasons-cc.html


 

We’re pleased to have you join us for a wonderful  
2017 New Year’s Eve Celebration! 

 

Who? 
US Open teams, coaches, family, guests, and FSCC Members. 

 

What?  
DJ and Dancing, Boat Races, Appetizers, Drink Specials, and 

Champaign (Courtesy of Sticks & Stones). 
 

Where? 
FSCC and Sticks & Stones Curler’s Lounge. 

 

When? 
Saturday, December 31

st
 2016 – 9:00 PM to 1:00 AM 

 
Attire is entirely casual to semi-formal (up to you)!  
We’re looking forward to ringing in the New Year  

with our curling family! 


